UNLOCK THE BEAUTY SECRET OF YOUR CAR

ProTech® Monte-Carlo, creator of car Aesthetic Solutions since 1994, is a Monaco-based company composed of experts passionate about their work and proud of their business every day.

In its laboratories and ‘Shave for Cars’, ProTech® Monte-Carlo engineers formulate unmatched performance. Controlling all aspects of its expertise, and very careful with customer needs, ProTech® Monte-Carlo instantly became the reference in aesthetic solutions to bring the best to your vehicles.

Our aesthetic treatments

We provide you with a range of treatments to enhance, protect and customize your automobile. All our services are carefully executed by highly trained technicians at sea and on land.

These technicians work in optimal conditions, in a climate-free environment, and using dedicated cleaning to protect every inch and part of your vehicle, so as to provide high-expertise services.

PROTECTION
- Long lasting paint treatment
- Paintwork protection film

INTERIOR CARE
- Leather treatment
- Fabric protection
- Complete interior treatment

RENOVATION
- Correction of painted surfaces

PREMIUM CAR WASH
- Protection

WRAPPINGS
- Coating of painted surfaces

WINDOWS TINTING
- Coating of glassed surfaces
LONG LASTING PAINT TREATMENT

Long-lasting protection of painted surfaces against all daily attacks (pollution, insects, rains, UV rays, etc.) by applying a proprietary protective active complex. Intense colour, diamond shine.

Preserve the colour and shine of your vehicle

The ProTech® Monte Carlo long-lasting paint treatment can be applied onto all the painted surfaces of your vehicle bodywork and rims.

Invented by ProTech® Monte Carlo, it uses the paint’s natural structure and leaves a thick protective film.

As a protection shield, the ProTech® long-lasting paint treatment maintains lasting colour and shine for your vehicle.

This rigorous treatment is applied only by our ProTech® certified technicians. These technicians work in optimized conditions without dust and using lighting especially designed to see every flaw and imperfection of your car.

- Mirror effect gloss
- Silky to the touch
- Long-lasting protection

Guaranteed results

Protection shield

Controlled application
Benefits of the long lasting paint treatment

1. 40% more shine
   Laboratory tests done by major manufacturers under 21 standard procedures have demonstrated the superior durability of the ProTech® long lasting treatment. A ProTech® treated panel ages 50% longer than a non-treated surface and will retain its new car shine. Colors will remain deep and luminous throughout the car’s lifetime.

2. Surface that are five times slicker
   The protective film coating applied to painted surfaces gives your vehicle a mirror effect and a unique slip resistant effect. Surfaces are easy to clean, the dirt or finger adhesion will be low and thus it is completely easy to wash and it will, in the result, simply amaze you.

3. Wash twice as fast
   The water repellant effect generated by the ProTech® long lasting treatment facilitates your car’s daily maintenance. A simple wash is enough to keep your car clean and shiny.

4. 8 years guarantee
   ProTech® is committed to the treatment’s resistance to wear and guarantees the color and shine of treated painted surfaces for 8 years. A return treated with ProTech® and regularly maintained following our methods will keep its shine and quality throughout its lifetime. In case of reapplying the ProTech® long lasting treatment will not create any problems.

5. Efficient washing methods
   After treatment, we will give you the process. In 8 years you will find all the products and equipment you will need for your car’s maintenance.

6. Sectional real view of a plate treated with ProTech®
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Driven by Science

Shine retaining results
To demonstrate the strength of the ProTech® treatment from daily exposure, we submitted it to the most extreme test.
Five ProTech® treated panels were exposed in the most extreme zones of the world, near the poles, in the desert, near the sea, on the highest mountains and in the most extreme weather conditions.

Paint natural structure
The ProTech® long lasting paint treatment first step consists in creating the barrier in depth and fill in the nature zone of the paint to improve the adhesion of the treatment.
Then, the application of the active core is realized by ProTech® deposits a protection film which protects against external aggression and gives an additional shine. With up to 100% more thickness, your old paint has immutably strong protection.
Protect the bodywork of your vehicle

The film we provide you with is a high-quality, transparent and self-repairing film, with a thickness of more than 150 microns. The film can be applied onto the most sensitive areas of your vehicle: hood, front wings, side panel, headlights, bumpers, wing mirrors...

Our experts will be delighted to recommend the package best suited to your car and can offer you the complete installation on your vehicle if you like.

This treatment is perfectly compatible with the ProTech® long-lasting paint treatment.

- Invisible to the naked eye
- Self-repairing film
- Perfect finish

1. Essential Pack
2. Optional Pack
3. Premium Pack

Invisibility
The protective film is totally transparent and invisible to the naked eye.

Self-repairing film
The technology used for this film is surpassing the self-repairing properties andlet the film to fill the scratches and damages in just a few hours and regains its initial properties.

5-year guarantee
We offer up to 5-year guarantee on our films against peeling, yellowing, scratching, building and discoloration.

For further details, please refer to the official warranty according to regional terms.
INTERIOR CARE

Improved resistance against stains and interior protection against ageing.

Preserve the interior of your vehicle

Leather treatment

Leather surfaces are exposed and provide any automotive interior with an unmistakable look. They are also the most fragile surfaces, which is why they must be treated with all the delicacy and care they deserve.

A neutral pH cleaning balm is applied prior to the nourishing treatment. This treatment deeply nourishes the leather while aiding it breathe, thereby preventing any subsequent risk of dryness and cracks.

Fabric protection

For carpet and fabric surfaces, we use our exclusive anti-salt formula. This active complex envelops every fibre of the fabric to create a high-strength film which will prevent numerous permanent stains and delay their appearance in the event of an accidental spill. The result is spectacular. These surfaces are protected against fading for years and can be renewed if necessary.

Complete interior treatment

The complete interior treatment combines decontamination with the protection of all interior surfaces: windows, dashboard, inside door panels, armrests, sunroof, carpet, leather and fabric front/side seats, parcel shelf, boot, floor/half door panels, etc.
Make your painted surfaces shiny as new

We will work gently and effectively to remove imperfections, conceal wear and tear and restore the gloss of all painted surfaces. Our experts’ experience in restoration will help guarantee the best possible result, with ultimate efficiency. Before we start, we will analyze together the work to be done and the level of performance you expect. We will identify the defects which cannot be treated and should be handled by body shops.

Who is renovation intended for?

This service is intended for the owners of vehicles which did not receive a proper paint protection treatment on delivery and wish to give them a new lease of life. It is also intended for passionate collectors keen to enhance the value of their classic or rare vehicles.

If this treatment safe within 1 year, why notice surface defects and work to correct them?

In all cases, we recommend following up this service with the application of our paint protective film (PFF) and our nano-paint. We guarantee optical shine and colour retention for years to come.

Defects removed
Shine restored
Colour enhanced
PREMIUM CAR WASH
Careful interior/external hand-wash.

Enjoy a clean, sparkling vehicle on a daily basis

Washing in one of our spas will leave your vehicle perfectly clean and smelling as good as new. This operation requires attention and control, while respecting the specific characteristics of the different surfaces.

This is why every washing service is performed by qualified technicians certified by Protech® Monte-Carlo and using adapted products, equipment, and processes. This attention to detail allows us to work on the latest, most fragile vehicles, with complete peace of mind.

With our regular care formulas (subscription), you can benefit from a clean and pleasant car all year round.

Car wash subscription

Any car wash subscription for a Protech® Monte-Carlo (one-time, seasonal, or annual), will get you a free supplementary cleaning service as a gift.

Pick-up service

We pick up your car at your place and deliver it back to your convenience. Please call for this service when booking.

Pleasure of a great service
Guaranteed quality
Expert performance
WRAPPING

Coating of the painted surfaces of your vehicle with high-quality films.

- Infinite customisation possibilities
- High-quality films
- Perfect finish

Give your vehicle a unique style

We propose coating the painted surfaces of your vehicle as per your specifications and provide you with a wide range of inimitable existent by-reflection materials and colours.

Our most popular films

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colour</th>
<th>Matt</th>
<th>Metallic</th>
<th>Structured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Very high-quality films

The products of our wrapping range, "Poliform" and "Mattoni", consist of high-quality multiplex base films which can withstand most chemicals (acids, alkali, petrol, fuel, etc.) and a thickness equivalent to the paint coat of your car. These materials guarantee superior adhesion. Their adherence is immediate and permanent within limits of their resistance.

Laying technique

Our experts apply films in a precise manner as it is a precisely building-palatable from the point for experts shape-film in conjunction with the specific characteristics of the vehicle so that it perfectly matches the shape of the surface. This performance we meet your differing requirements.

No damage upon application

The quality of our films means that your vehicle will be free of initial damage once the film has been removed.

Adapted maintenance method

Upon completion of the painting, we give you the adapted "Poliform" and "Mattoni" to maintain your film-covered surfaces.

2-year guarantee

We offer up to 2-year guarantee on our films against peeling, scratching, bulging and delamination.

We reserve the right to make modifications according to new trends.
Customise your vehicle while protecting yourself against sunlight

ProTec™ windows’ coating process allows you to beautify your vehicle and customize it. We offer you a complete range, including safety films and high technology films, the shade of which varies according to the light intensity.

Our experts will be delighted to advise you on the choice of colour and intensity to create perfect harmony.

After application, we offer you ProTec™ product adapted to your tinted windows’ maintenance.

UV protection
A treated glass binder over 99% of harmful UV to human skin and automobile glass (tinted or not), ProTec® tinted film protects you in your health and prevents discoloration of your vehicle’s interior surfaces.

Comfort
ProTec™ tinted film reacts to 70% of solar energy and to reduce considerably, generated by the sun, cold and hot lights. The green film and the passengers get your vehicle contact comfortably. Noise, optical reflections, they reduce heat in your interior car in the summer and they keep your glass cool even during winter.

Privacy
The sheet tinted film provides you discretion in all situations and produces minimized glare. This way, you can satisfy your personal possessiveness without reducing visibility.

Safety
Our “Safety” range of safety films offers a high degree protection in case of car accidents, break in or fire. Twice greater than normal (tinted) film thanks, the security film (not) blocks the breaker glass and offers outstanding resistance to heat with 600°C/1112°F.

10-year guarantee
We offer our 10-year guarantee on our films against any scratching, bubbling and discoloration.

Heat protection
High-quality film
Perfect finish